
THE PROGRESSION FROM LENINISM TO STALINISM ESSAY

Free Essay: The question of whether or not Stalinism was a logical continuation of Leninism is a difficult one. Stalinism
did take significantly more drastic.

All these factors seem to have contributed to the military purge, but we do not know which were the most
important. This was pulling the country up by its bootstraps. Trotsky was a dynamic personality, and his
support base was his creation, the Red Army Hitler had come to power in January and was rabidly
anti-communist, although German-Soviet trade relations continued. He asked Trotsky to read something he
had written, and then killed him in his study by driving an ice pick through his brain. Lenin said that
"Socialism is nothing but state capitalist monopoly made to benefit the whole people" "How Lenin Led to
Stalin". Whatever the case might be ,Quiet Flows the Don is fascinating reading, even in translation. This led
to the execution of most members of the Ukrainian Communist Party and government in  Lysenko , was
supported by Stalin and became President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences in  He declined it because the
book was rejected for publication in the USSR. However, in the last year of his life, Lenin came to have
doubts about both of them. We can, however, accept the following figures for as more or less valid: Coal
production rose from about 40 milllion. Pilnyak was arrested in late October and accused of being a Japanese
spy. At the same time, many Ukrainian intellectuals, including professors, were deported or killed. Stalin must
have decided to get rid of his critics and potential rivals, but he needed a pretext. Marx and Engels laid the
foundations of socialism by establishing its main scientific principles. After his release, he was allowed to live
peacefully in communist Czechoslovakia as a pensioner of the state, but moved to Moscow in  It was also
clear at the 17th Party Congress, held in January-February , that many deputies wanted a relaxation of the
collectivization drive and that Kirov was a very popular figure. Even Trotsky, a friend of Lenin and a staunch
opponent of Stalin, grudgingly admits that "Stalinism did issue from Bolshevism" Trotsky. They have always
stressed the need for the Communist Parties of the various lands to know their peoples well; to analyze the
national traditions and peculiarities of their countries; and to apply Marxism, not mechanically but
specifically, to their native conditions. Imperial Russia was based upon autocratic absolutism for over years. It
was first inaugurated by the soviet decree in and hence after that it passed through a series of organizational
changes where the secret police took control of it Finally, he warned of the danger of rivalry between the two
which, he said, could split the party. I have existed since the dawn of human Civilization; they have been
fought over, discredited, re-approached, and fought over again The vast majority were put in Soviet labor
camps. According to Solzhenitsyn, this reflected Stalin's spy mania. In the Caucasus. The characteristic feature
of their work is its many-sidedness. This was seen later as an attack on Trotsky, who was known for his belief
in the need to spread world revolution. Observe the generally haphazard, lackadaisical methods of work and
administration in American mass organizations of all kinds. The general effect of these weaknesses in
activization as well as in the spheres of theory, strategy, and organization is dangerously to restrict the
political fighting power of the mass movement. The U. They also supplied state owned industry with parts and
raw material. In the aftermath of the Second World War there is no question that the United States was the
strongest country on earth.


